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Newly-developed System Key Box, the KBS-100 series key management system
- Unmanned management of important keys in a strict manner GLORY has developed the new “KBS-100 series” system key box that can strictly record the usage history of
important keys within companies. Before being launched on the market on April 1, the KBS-100 will be
exhibited at our booth of Retail Tech JAPAN 2012 to be held in Tokyo Big Sight from March 6, 2012.
In recent years, from the viewpoint of business continuity, there is a growing need in companies for
establishment of a system to reduce the risks in business activities. In company offices, for example, valuable
items which require strictly control and security are kept in safes or lockers that are locked with “keys.”
However, to control these keys, a dedicated person must be assigned to handle them. Also, when keys are
handed over with human intervention, the operational efficiency may drop and the chance of human error could
increase.
The system key box can provide unmanned operation in lending and receiving keys for valuable items in the
office. A user can pick up a specific key from the key box after being identified with an ID card (magnetic or
non-contact IC, etc.). When a key holder is removed from the key box, the information on who took which
key and when is recorded.
The “KBS-100 series” is the fourth-generation model since GLORY released a system key box in 1988, the
first in the industry, and its functions have been further enhanced. The newly-adopted touch-panel LCD can
not only improve the usability, but also provide security measures by randomly displaying a numerical keypad
for PIN entry. Thanks to the key holder with a specially designed mechanism, only qualified person can put
keys or replace keys on the key holder. This function, the first in the industry, makes it possible to record the
history of key handling including who did what and when.
GLORY plans to provide various security products like the “KBS-100 series,” thus contributing to reducing
the risks and streamlining of company operations throughout all business sectors.
Main features:
1. Wide range of product lineup for various applications
5 different models depending on number of key holders: 5, 10, 15, 20, 30
2. Compatible with a wide variety of user identification media
ID code + PIN or biometrics (finger vein), magnetic card, non-contact IC card
* Devices to deal with non-contact IC cards or biometrics are optional extras.
will be released by the end of fiscal 2012.

The model with biometric identification system

3. Much enhanced security level
A touch-panel LCD can randomly display a numerical keypad for PIN entry.

The usage history can save up
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to 50,000 events.
4. Much stricter control with newly-developed key holder function (industry first)
The specially designed key holder makes it possible to record the history of putting and replacing of keys on
the key holder.
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About GLORY LTD.
GLORY LTD., headquartered in Himeji, Japan, is a pioneer in the development and manufacture of money
handling machines and systems. GLORY provides a variety of products built on its leading-edge
recognition/identification and mechatronics technology, such as money handling machines, cash management
systems, vending machines and automatic service equipment. Committed to meet society’s wide-ranging needs,
GLORY serves the financial, retail, vending machine, amusement and gaming industries in over 80 countries of
world. GLORY employs more than 6,000 people worldwide. For more information about GLORY, please visit
GLORY’s global website at
http://www.glory-global.com/
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